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WRF Model Setup 
WRF Domain: 9 km resolution (300x250x40)
WRF Control Run: 06 UTC 24 August 2017 – 00 UTC 29 August 2017
Data: CYGNSS v2 beta L2 wind speed
LF: High winds for young sea
FD: Fully developed sea
DA: 11 cycles – 06 & 12 UTC August 25, 12 UTC August 27, 
06 & 12 UTC August 28, 06 & 12 UTC August 29,
06 & 12 UTC August 30, 06 & 12 UTC August 31 
DA_wsfd: Assimilate wsfd windspeed
DA_hur_wslf: Assimilate wsfd windspeed + wslf wind around            
Hurricane Harvey
Observational error: 2 m/s for windspeed < 20 m/s 
10% for windspeed > 20 m/s
CYGNSS v2 beta wind
03 – 08 UTC 2017-08-25
High wind
10-m wind peed and data assimilation 
increment from the 1st DA cycle
Higher impact has been found 
when assimilating wind with wslf
around Hurricane Harvey. 
06 UTC 2017-08-25
V2 beta wind peed 12 UTC 2017-08-27
10-m wind peed after the 3rd DA cycle
Stronger storm in DA_hur_wslf
12 UTC 2017-08-27
CYGNSS v2 beta data assimilation impact
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Minimum Sea Level Pressure (hPa) Track Error (km)
Positive impact from CYGNSS data in intensity forecast.
Improved track forecast after August 28.
CYGNSS v2 beta data impact - reflectivity
00 UTC 2017-08-31
NEXRAD CTRL
DA_hurwslf
Less false 
alarm rain
CYGNSS v2 beta data impact -
precipitation
Time CTRL DA_hur_wslf
00 UTC 8/31/2018 0.16 0.18
06 UTC 8/31/2018 0.10 0.11
12 UTC 8/31/2018 0.10 0.12
18 UTC 8/31/2018 0.12 0.18
Threat Scores (threshold = 2 mm/hr) 
Against IMERG Rainrate
Positive impact from CYGNSS data in precipitation forecast.
Ongoing and Future Works
• Cycled assimilation of CYGNSS v2 L2 wind 
speed data – v2 data is available at 06 & 12 UTC 
from August 25-31. 
• Sensitivity study: LF_NBRCS or LF_LES
• Assimilation of combined datasets to improve 
track forecast: conventional, precipitation, radar, 
and other scatterometer observations. 
V2 data  vs. V2 beta data
•2017/08/25 12 UTC
Less high wind points
V2 data  vs. V2 beta data
•2017/08/27 12 UTC
